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There are quite a number of similarities between the present time and the 1970s – in those days 

It is said that history does not repeat itself but that it does often 
thrust of this article as we seek to compare the present situation of the Trump Presidency with that of the 

 Watergate – surely an unin
tended consequence!

Reagan escaped impeachment despite his authorising of arms shipments to Iran in exchange for 

 waging a violent insurgency 

“torture memos” provided by White House and Justice Department lawyers to conduct waterboarding and 

While President Obama may have conducted a less abrasive and less assertive display of presiden
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While the Republicans may join with the Democrats to ensure Trump does not raise sanctions against 

has been no “smoking gun” to lead to the president but there has been unrelentingly bad news for Trump 

“retirement” from the military services is essentially meaningless in the light of recent appointments to the 

Ancillary to this is whether legal and political appearances – quaint concepts such as “checks and 
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 which entailed the 

carrying out of essentially illegal acts in a political setting and the performance of a cover up in order to 

believe a substantial part of the current political establishment – with particular emphasis on the Republican 

It did not take long before a link was established between the burglars and the White House through 

would also ensnare the country`s intelligence services and reveal the complicity of numerous presidents in 

What is less clear and more potentially explosive is that members of the Trump election team collaborated 
with the Russians to further their ends in terms of winning the election through coordination of leaks by the 

was a measure of unanimity at this level to get to the bottom of the Watergate affair given almost half the 



both

and misdemeanours” warranting impeachment as well as the Republicans facing political meltdown in 

would lead to the Democrats gaining just one seat in the House of Representatives and both parties 

Trump won the primaries for the Republican Party to become the candidate for President despite 

won the presidency without it being translated into adverse effects on the party electoral performance was 

email systems hacked by several Russian intelligence services and their internal communications selec
tively leaked to create as much embarrassment as possible to Hillary Clinton during the campaign – have 

Both have looked askance at the Trump`s reaching out to Putin and his equivocation over the Rus
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into being the expression of “Stockhom Syndrome” whereby it was found that some of the hostages taken 



Hearst was to claim that she had been brainwashed and threatened with death if she did not coop

The Republican Party faces a similar situation – it remains unsure whether it can cooperate with an individ

or to take active means to demonstrate free will by seeking to unload the current President before he does 
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Minority Leader from 1965 to 1973 and Michigan`s 5th
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predilection for billionaires and multimillionaires with fortunes to report on and if necessary divest to gain 

istrations – this is the natural career ladder of all administrations of different hues hitherto as candidates 

siderable experience and success in the oil industry but with no visible trackrecord in public service and 



Tillerson`s humiliation in his appointment has been compounded by the news that his department – 
already hardpressed and as noted by one former Defense Secretary as having less diplomats than the 

It is important to understand the context in which “cabinet” is employed in the US constitution and 

enjoy a measure of support within their party and individuals are appointed to provide balance from a party 

unlikely to be different and indeed without the ballast of Kissinger and Schlesinger types is more likely to 
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ings were broadcast from 17 May to 7 August 1973 and were covered by the three major networks of the 

rupted atypical press and media business models – and the fragmentation of audiences as well as a decline 



they are doing that with fewer resources than in the 1970s and any increased circulation is still unlikely to 

Leaks are a standard mode of communication throughout the political world as parties seek to “trial 

senate committee looking into his nomination that he was aware of no dealings with the Russians and had 

We will look at other possible matters involving the intelligence services and the press in terms of 

by the revelation that Murdoch is a trustee of funds of Trump`s children – the press and media appear to be 

it is the resorting to of the Trump White House to calling the media “enemies of the people” which evoke 

and

different sequence to Sessions who has gone from a leading campaign role for Trump to his senior legal 
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The judiciary at the early stages of the Trump presidency has been viewed as akin to the press and 

This has followed a series of incidents where Donald Trump has expressed disparaging remarks on 



be viewed as seeking to distance himself from the person who nominated him as well as seeking as wide 

of the laws passed following Watergate which sought to constrain campaign contributions from big busi

 that claims of 

There is every reason to suppose that Trump has the votes in Congress to avoid such an event and 
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Take the road from San Diego to Los Angeles and you will see from time to time numerous military 

note the transformation of Texas from a relatively backward rural economy state to home of multiple military 

Marvel at the interstate road network on the main island of Hawaii which was constructed following 
an investigation into the Pearl Harbour attack of 1941 which recommended a road network to link the vari
ous military and naval bases on the island which led to the building of four interstate highways which served 

Or drive through Virginia and Maryland and observe signs directing drivers to Langley – headquar

Around a million US citizens are cleared for “Top Secret” information through their participation and employ



The US defence spending is greater than the next dozen countries` expenditures combined and an 

if you look closely enough – but it has a wide ranging and deeply embedded national security state upon 

But the Trump case appears to be more wideranging and all the more potentially dangerous for his 

results of their investigations into Trump`s and his associates` contacts with Russians are not suppressed 

speech full of personal embellishments and 

Trump line – note 

Of interest is that the anti Russian line enjoys considerable cross party support – one of the few pol

their association – they understand what Watergate style scandal and investigation can do to their 

Leaks will serve to undermine the Trump presidency with attendant adverse implications for the con

There has over the last decades been an increased politicisation of the military and the colonisation 
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Trump has been notoriously reticent about proffering any information on his health aside from a few 

1952 when he was serving as Vice President and countering allegations of improprieties concerning a 

claiming of a tax deduction from losses incurred in the early 1990s which led to no tax being paid by Candi


